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DESIGN LINE
START YOUR CREATIVE PROCESS FROM POLE POSITION

HIGH END DECO
The key to adding that certain something to premium automotive interiors is the PVD range BALTONE® by Oerlikon Balzers. This innovative wear protection coating combines a wide range of appealing colours with unmatched durability, ensuring that vehicle interior components remain both functional and aesthetically pleasing.

## More Reliable, More Robust and More Visually Appealing

### Large Selection of Colours
- Wide range of appealing colours
- Cool touch
- Can be laser-beam machined or laser etched

### Compliant to All Regulations
- No chrome VI, thus REACH compliant
- ROHS compliant
- Environmentally friendly
- Designed to meet strictest safety requirements
- Biocompatible and UV-resistant

### Improved Performance
- Hard, extremely thin coating
- No changes to surface structures
- Provides high resistance to abrasive wear and scratches
- Coatings are conductive or non-conductive

## A Large Range of Colours Available in Brushed and Polished Finishes

### Applications
- Frames
- Logos
- Switches
- Door handles
- Speaker grills
- Gear sticks
- Pushbuttons
- Trim moldings
- Shifter gate trims

### Substrates
- Stainless steel (s/s)
- Plated brass
- Plated zinc
- Aluminium
- Glass
- Ceramic
- Chromed plastics
- Plastics – in some cases

### Structures
- Sandblasting
- Brushing
- Round brushing
- Cross brushing

### Logos and Bi-Colour Effects
- Laser treatments
- Masking techniques for various structures

We also offer a variety of textures and masking for logos:
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